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NATION
PAST
immigrants
ACCESS
TUE UNITED STATES
ASIAN LANGUAGE newspapers
university

kuei chiu

california riverside

newspaper publishing
traced back three hundred years
united states
occurrences both foreign
first paper north america publick occurences
domestic
three centuries since then
boston massachusetts september 25 1690

published

300000

time
individual newspaper titles appeared
another those newspapers constitute
research american history since
valuable resource
faithfully
vividly recorded
time
nation
establishment
growth
modem technology like television
distribute information newspapers
important source
radio
people get
useful information although newspaper publishing already past
news
golden
role american history cannot underestimated naturally english
years
predominant language american newspaper publishing
titles foreign
languages including asian languages these foreign language newspapers reflect
diversity
indispensable source
researchers ethnic studies immigration
american journalism
even economic history
history social history

chinese newspapers
although
north america

many newspaper titles published

western languages
asian languages

english

eighteenth century newspapers
published until
commonly believed
middle
nineteenth century
first asian language
Hills News published
newspaper
chinese weekly golden hillsnews
howard
hudson
beginning april 22 1854 san francisco
bilingual newspaper
english editorial
first issue
publishers claimed
front page each issue
published
every saturday until
chinese generally adopt
published semiweekly
golden hillsnews
life
few months nonetheless although
Hills News
however
beginning
short lived marked
paper
asian language journalism america

golden hillsnews
Hills News
publication
isolated event
mid nineteenth
center
century san francisco
newspaper publishing business
west coast
contributed
continent
birth
key factor
asian language journalism
gold rush 41397 chinese entered
rapid influx chinese immigrants
united states
1
1851
36
1860
compared
decade
previous
majority chinese entered
18511860
san francisco
found work
settled california
cheap labor jobs sprung
gold rush
arrival
new chinese immigrants
combination
flourishing
newspaper publishing business san francisco provided
ideal environment
beginnings
chinese journalism
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however

extremely difficult
chinese press
papers did
survive
three years while
rest constantly changed owners several factors
contributed
although
rapid increase chinese immigrants
new
arrivals
uneducated farmers trying escape
famine
homeland
number
read
relatively small
people
same time printing
chinese characters
did
come cheap
high operating costs
subscription fee
expensive
compared
chinese
wages earned
resulted low circulation
turn
deterred further growth chinese newspapers furthermore
enactment
united states
congress
exclusion act 1882 drastically reduced
number chinese immigrants
unfavorably affected
newly started chinese journalism
ournalism
initial years

presence chinese journalism
period
nevertheless during
firn
firmly
dy established since very few issues
chinese newspapers

united states

century
survived information
titles based solely
secondary sources
least twenty six
published eight US cities
chinese newspapers
nineteenth century 2 among them
chinese daily news sacramento 1856
first chinese daily newspaper published
world chinese journalism
anywhere
later journalism
asian languages began
west coast
expanded gradually
united states
east coast unlike journalism
ournalism
english
originated mostly
western languages
east coast
first
chinese newspapers did
appear new york until 1883
mainly due
delay
small chinese population east
mississippi river

political changes many future
united states compared
tough censorship
late ching dynasty
lack public forums
express
ideas
found
newspapers america useful tool seek sympathy
individuals
special interest groups
yuwei
noteworthy figure
US chinese community
wei
founded
kang yu
chinese empire reform association chung kuo wei hsin hui
1899
association
san francisco chinese weekly mow
mon hing
took control
thingbo
hingbo
bo wen hsin pao changed
yat
yatpo
eat po world journal
title sai gai yanpo
made
mouthpiece
association
yat po set
yatpo
publication sai gai yanpo
precedent
party affiliated newspapers
many chinese
newspapers established thereafter
very strong political slant
either party organs
financially supported
political groups china
few
newspapers
chinese
pao
vanguard hsien
later
1927
lao
hsien feng poo
china daily news mei chou rua
iao jih
hua ch
chiao
rha
poo begun communist sympathizers china daily times young china morning post chung
pao
poo published
rung meng hui since 1910
kuo shao
shoo nien chren
tung
1920s
chen pao
major fractions
kuomintang chinese nationalists
own newspapers
united

century china
turn
leaders china studied
time

going through

series

states
first half
united states during
political situation back china changes
turbulent social
tremendous influence
chinese newspapers america

chinese journalism

twentieth century mirrored
situation
exerted
business view point political
troubled chinese newspaper business many chinese
patronage added much needed capital
newspapers
survival
struggling
consolidated
party patrons
result
then
capital purchase new equipment
introduce new printing
2

political situation china
influenced chinese newspapers published
absence censorship rival political groups found america better place
US due
homeland
political debate
degree
turn influenced political maneuvers
back china
local audience those papers raised
political awareness
nationalist
feelings
circulation
steady increase
major chinese newspapers
war
kre
lre
outbreak world war IEL
many chinese left
US return
homeland
fewer readers sharp decline chinese newspapers both numbers
circulation occurred
them suspended publication while others barely survived
subsidies
depending
supporters

technology

economic boom asia
major hong kong
taiwanese
tried expand
business north america
publishing US
poo started daily publication
editions
first
wave sing tao jih pao
united states
1967
circulation reached 20000
late 1970s
became
popular chinese
newspaper
united states
many
newspapers followed
lead sing tao
jih
forced
business 1987
1982
1989
xh
ah pao met huge competition
pao center daily news
several
titles including chung
suffered huge losses
chungpao
ceased publication
successful paper begun
time
shih chieh jih pao world
journal started 1976
famous chinese newspaper begun
paper inherited
name
tung meng hui san francisco 1899
today
popular chinese
newspaper
united states
1960s
since
newspaper groups

since

adoption
open door policy
chinese government
late 1970s
rapid increase cultural
economic exchange between
united states
china
students visitors
immigrants began arrive
taiwan
US
hong
mainland china
kong
new trend changed
demographic picture
chinese america
provided
chinese newspaper publishing business something
needed desperately readers
20 years
witnessed another surge chinese
journalism along
balanced range products
addition nationwide papers
world journal shih chieh jih pao
now newsp
china press chiao pao
newspapers
ap ers
newsy
published almost
metropolitan areas
chinese communities
main goal those
papers
address local issues
concerns digest type newspapers
example shen chou
shih pao china journal mei chou wen hui chou kan sino times
mei kuo shih pao
won wide popularity beside news briefs these newspapers carry
asians today
special reports
articles covering social
cultural phenomena mainstream society
nine daily thirty weekly four semiweekly
china today
six monthly chinese
newspapers
united states

japanese newspapers
towards

end
immigration
century
china suffered rapid decline due
severe restrictions placed
immigration
united states
china
exclusion act
significant increase immigrants
1882
japan during
30 year period
1880 1910
18801910
number japanese immigrants grew very rapidly
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immigration
china japan
immigration
naturalization service
1990
18501990
fiscal years 1850

korea
US dept
decades

decade

china

japan

1850
1860
1870
1880
1890
1900
1910
1920
1930
1940
1950
1960
1970
1980

41397
64301

186

123201
61711
14799
20605
21278
29907

justice

korea

149

2270
25942
129797
83837
33462
1948
1555
46250
39988
49775
47085

4928
16709

9657
34764
124326
346.747
346747

7697
1049
598
60

6231
34526
271956
338824

early japanese immigrants settled hawaii japanese journalism like
although
issued
shinonome
nome dawn
first publication entitled Shino
bom san francisco
chinese
1887 mimeographed weekly called shin nippon
japanese political activists 1886
new japan
1892 daily called soko shimbun
shimoun san francisco
published oakland
news
first paper
weekly called nippon shuho
hawaii
born
shiho
bom san francisco
important japanese newspapers hawaiian
later became nippu
1892
nippa jiji
jui

these early newspapers
history
rarely exceeded 300
huge influx
shaky beginnings
journalism
published
1920s newspapers

aimed japanese student laborers
circulation
1910s moved japanese
new immigrants
japan
1890s
golden age japanese newspapers
large japanese communities ilke
places
like
eke

san francisco
denver
hawaii
los angeles seattle salt lake city
130000
ten japanese newspapers serving japanese population
hawaii alone
hagai hoshi
little
those papers
30000 copies
hawai
combined circulation
important titles during
sacramento
1907 1942
angeles oru nippo 19071942

being

widely read paper

chimpo
raju shimpo

1903

1894 1942
18941942

los

region

3

period include
bekai
shin sekai

san francisco

1924
spring
united states congress
prosperity didnt
unfortunately
essence terminated emigration
asian countries
enacted new immigration act
legislation
significant
impact
japanese language journalism
united states
first generation japanese immigrants
primary
supply oflssei
since cut
ofissei
issee
Issei
earlier prosperity japanese
audience
japanese newspapers another factor affecting
borm
born
second generation japanese bomm
bom
maturation nisei
newspapers
US
half
japanese population
1920s
united states
estimated
native tongue
spoke english
native born
them grew
US

4

demographic change brought tremendous challenges japanese journalism young nisei wanted
opinions
became group readers
concerns
channels voice
japanese newspapers began add english language section
ignored almost
published completely english
those papers
attack pearl
later
labeled enemy aliens
1942
1946
forced
harbor japanese americans
remote areas seven
transferred ten detention camps located
leave
homes
suspended
order keep
camps
japanese
western states many newspapers
WRA war relocation authority published
informed
community activities
ten
life
hardship
camp papers tabloid format these papers vividly recorded
detained japanese

trend started before
war publishing
ournalism continued
war japanese journalism
english speaking japanese population many papers ceased
needs
papers catering
stinn
stiff
few titles still
japanese language section
japanese language section today
Mainichi new york Shim
bun
shimoun
shimbun
hokubei mainichi
chicago Shim
bun tokubei
bun
shimoun
shimbun
shimoun
shimbun
ruru
rufu Shim
satellite editions newspapers published japan
past two decades
further nibbled
market share japanese language newspapers published
away
united states
bun
shimoun
shimbun
keizar shimbun
shimoun
bun asahi Shim
satellite editions
shimoun
shimbun
nihon keizai
today yomiuri Shim
editorial offices
distributed
united states
even
US these papers do
advertisements
audience japan

newspapers

asian languages

korean

today korean americans

fastest growing ethnic groups

united states

1990 united states census

800000 koreans live
US
comparison
chinese
japanese koreans came america relatively late beginning
1883
evidence
emigrate
korean publication before 1900 between
1907 total 7226 koreans settled hawaii
1903
california
them
arrival various plantations koreans began
exiles
immigrant laborers soon
mutual aid societies
organize themselves
powerful organization
kangmin
kungmin
kungmin
kangmin hoe
founded began publish san
hoe korean national association
jinbo
shinhan
shinhanminbo
francisco own newspaper called chinhan
minbo new korea
february 10 1909
time
two
korean newspapers published san francisco konglip
kongliv jinbo
sinbo public
news
united
unitedkorean
taedong kongbo great unity
korean started november 22 1905
jinbo
news
published
first issue
kongliv sinbo
october 3 1907 konglip
probably
earliest korean newspaper published
chinhan
united states
shinhan jinbo
minbo
started
used nov 22 1905
masthead
absorbed both titles
date establishment shinhan
chinhan
history korean american journalism
jinbo
important title
minbo
indispensable resource
research
still published monthly
korean americans today
los angeles
according

1905 japan occupied

korea

officially annexed

predominant theme korean newspapers
limited population korean americans before 1965
during
overshadowed
them
period
5

1910 independence understandably
lii due
US before world war ili
111

very few korean newspapers
presence ofshinhan
jinbo
chinhan minbo
shinhan

1970s
rapid growth
korean
korean population made possible
korean newspaper
newspaper publishing business enjoy steady prosperity today
ilbo
publishing market
hangukllbo
ranguk
united states dominated four major dailies kanguk
segye
kegye ilbo
libo
nbo oriental daily joong ang ilbo central daily
dong ilbo
korea times dang
sae gae times
headquarters south korea
first three papers
started
establishment branch
post 1965 korean immigration
US operation during
very influential
west coast
offices los angeles these three papers
US
segye
controlled
main office new york
nbo
kegye ilbo
korean unification church
business
religious newspapers
addition those four dailies

starting

korean street journal

korean christian times

admitted people
asian countries
nation immigrants
united states
pilipino
Pilipino immigration
traced
filipino
country early 1850s
US
indians came
evidence papers published indian
hardly
century
turn
back
surprise since english
small newspaper
tagalog
languages
philippines newspapers
those
popular language
official language india
mid 1970s
vietnam war created many
english
ethnic groups
US
wave
resettled
united states
refugees indochina many them
admitted
past twenty years
immigration
southeast asia began
US
largest group vietnamese large
million immigrants
southeast asia among them
many vietnamese americans live westminster
percentage whom live california
miat
nickname little saigon
ngooi piat
nguoi
acquired
viet daily started
city
california
major vietnamese papers
vietnamese papers include
westminster 1978
nam tu do aguon
tynon
published california
them
mekong tynan
v16t mam
nguoi
aguoi viet
ziet tu do
vietnam
very few titles found
asian languages
thai weekly
los angeles
cambodian newspapers
Seree chai angkor borei news anaheim california
called sereechai

united states

future prospects

asian language newspapers

newspaper publishing

competition
lucrative business today faced
struggling
television even english newspapers
news media
ethnic newspapers since
ups
downs
correlated
difficult
even
survival
first generation
primary readers those newspapers
inflow new immigrants
first generation
new comers
immigrants
papers prosperity depends
either
business need english language section
newspapers
around
secondhand
second
secondand later generations
secondand
second generation today
added
those
interested reading ethnic press
generally
assimilated
american society
publications
never
radio

even

changed drastically
past century unlike
first generation immigrants things
wen
well educated professionals
weil
weli
wed
good
past many newcomers today
immigrants
appealing them just
skills
newspapers ethnic languages
english language skiffs
cultural ghettos
less confined now
addition people
language itself
tend read
mainstream society
english
want explore
former days
6

physical ghettos
people lived
newspapers demographically unlike earlier days
country
newspapers
Koreatown todays new immigrants live throughout
koreatown
chinatown
time
me
ti
received
mail
several days late
delivered
digest type newspapers
concentrate
result
makes time sensitive news obsolete
information these
serial novels
emerged recent years since
special reports
living
quite popular among asian populations
time sensitive
newspapers carry
tied
predicting
immigration
future
metropolitan areas asian newspapers
future asian immigration
united states
asian newspaper industry like predicting
pacific
economic situations
both sides
political
unfortunately considering
future asian immigration
united states unclear

access

preservation

newspapers

function even
definition newspapers
tool inform people ethnic newspapers
ethnic culture
carriers
chronicles immigration history
beyond
ethnic life
survival
ethnic communities
united states largely result
spirit behind
ethos
ethnic press maintains
ethnic press
continued existence
researchers newspapers
valuable source information
ethnic way life 4
never retrieved although
past
past once lost those vivid images life
research value
important historical
very difficult preserve
newspapers
due
bulky size
ephemeral nature
easy handle since title
further problem bibliographical control newspapers
usually
long publishing history
order make
common
changes
bibliographical control
newspapers accessible users
three basic principles
obtaining access information
whole periodical title frequency publisher
date
first publication b analysis
contents
periodical subject analysis c guide
5
easy achieve
location periodical holdings
particular library these principles
1980s
sporadic attempts make asian newspapers accessible
past before
researchers
example karl 10
lo H M lai compiled chinese newspapers published
library holdings attached
1975 bibliography
chinese newspapers
18541975
north america 1854
provide alphabetical title listings
kind
printed bibliography
good feature
discoveries
new title information
impossible
printed bibliographies reflect
cannot updated regularly
number
same time due
library holdings since
impossible
individual
very difficult
dispersed holdings
newspaper titles
bibliographies cover them
launched
cataloging newspapers
major effort
united states newspaper
program USNP under
auspices
goal
humanities
national endowment
newspapers published
locate extant issues
united states
USNP
bibliographic
holdings information
trust territories since colonial times enter
important titles
research
selectively microfilm
machine readable database
canvassing
original information every state project responsible
local
order obtain
bibliographic
private collectors
holdings information
libraries historical societies
database
stored
online computer library center OCLC
US newspapers
1983

7

CONSER program
OCLC while
maintained
subset
bibliographic records
august 1996
OCLC union list subsystem
holdings records
states
kept
2 US
process among them 31 states
completed USNP project
completed
USNP project while 19
US virgin islands
territories puerto rico
OCLC database now
yet complete theirs
district columbia
states
USNP
400000 holdings
contains approximately 125000 bibliographic records
numerous newspapers asian languages california
large asian populations
state
1991
university california riverside iggi
own project
started
1991 asian language
found several locations including
university southern california
newspapers
university california berkeley UC berkeley
university california los angeles
san francisco
titles
might
expected
close
march 1996 asian
already
cataloged
invent oried
inventoried
important
inventories
language titles those places
retrieve online bibliographical
milestone
preserving those newspapers now researchers
extant copies asian language newspapers published
holdings information
make arrangements borrow them
holding libraries
history california
microfilmed
already
35mm microfilm others
large percentage those titles
microfilmed
important titles
bound volumes eventually

once

USNP

locate
completed researchers
world
OCLC access
united states certainly many newspaper titles
extant copies US newspapers held
sincerely hope
lost forever
surviving copies
collected
first place
vivid images
provide
future generations since
handed
text
past
newspapers

NOTES
1

justice statistical yearbook

US department

immigration

naturalization

service 1993

karl 10
lo

lai

H M
washington center

2

chinese newspapers published
chinese research materials 1977

shunzo sakamaki
history
university hawaii 1948
3

4

lubomyr R wynar
periodicals

5

japanese press

1854 1975
north america 18541975

hawaii honolulu hawaii

anna T wynar encyclopedic directory ofethnic
ethnic newspapers

united states littleton colorado libraries unlimited 1976

donald davinson bibliographic control 2nd ed london clive bingley 1981
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